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About This Game

A simple quiz game to test your knowledge of the fifty states of the United States of America.

The game offers six quizzes on different topics associated with the U.S. states and a library to prepare for these quizzes
conveniently at one place.

Features

'Map' quiz
Classic one. You'll need to locate a state on the map.

'Shapes' quiz
Identify a state based on how its borders are shaped. The tricky part is that there's no location or size reference.

'Capitals' quiz
Guess the capital city of each state. Don't forget, it's not always the biggest one.

'Nicknames' quiz
Having a nickname is an important feature of each U.S. state. Can you name them all?
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'Flags' quiz
Think of a state flag as a picture of its main symbols and you'll have no problem with this quiz.

'Mottos' quiz
What are the words that states identify with?

Library
This is a place where you can directly or indirectly find all the answers to the questions present in the quizzes. Use it for

studying before jumping to quizzes or as a review of your answers. It's up to you.
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RTSes always have to be wary of plodding too much, and avoid getting into repetitive tugs of war in every match. Well, this
game plods right past the idea of not plodding. Aside from the Steam Machine, which was pretty fun and reminded me of how
great tanks and ambulances are in C&C games, the Dwarven side at least is mostly just about spamming riflemen and
supplementing your mob with too few siege units.

The bases in this game are terrible. They take far too long to destroy, making it hard to make a sudden comeback when things
swing in your favor, and making it take forever to lose when you're going to. In several of the maps, they're positioned in the
corners, rendering attacks other than full frontal assault impossible.

The RPG mode was definitely not integrated into the game well. RTS players have scrunched up bases and rolling masses of
warriors, not the sort of opponent that designers would use if they were making a pure RPG game at all. In terms of feel, it
consists mostly of running backwards and shooting, rather than like Diablo, where you blitzkrieg through enemies, moving ever
forward while constantly placing your cookie cutters for maximum damage, or like controlling a C&C commando, where every
click could either send them to their death or destroy an opponent's structure.. Great Game!. 
https://steamcommunity.com/app/517810/discussions/0/350540973996957919/?l=portuguese. A really interesting gameplay
mechanic is employed in this game:
Your ship can not fly, but only glide. You must use the environment to travel & complete the level/puzzle.

Can get incredibly hard, but overall the game is excellent.. I really love the energy of this game; the characters and enemies are
really lively and the cutscenes mad me chuckle a few times. It's really fun to customize and experiment with your formation to
suit your play style. Can be hard, but adjustable difficulty makes up for that. Very much recommend.. This series has great
worldbuilding and a really fun storyline.. Very great game so many hours to use up in it and over 236 achivements the game
reminds me of many elements from the original Final Fantasy such as creating everyone in your party and then farming gold for
equipment and skills would play several playthroughs of this game many times cause i love the style of the game if you like old
school classic JRPGS give this a try now. A stunning remake of a great strategy game. Eclipsed only by it's successor, XCOM
reignited the turn-based tactics genre almost singlehandedly. Worth playing, no matter a sale or not.. Atari should have died
back in the 80s.. I love the concept of the game, unfortunatly nothing has been done with it in a long time. I would not
reccomend this game now or ever.
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I played this game for a little while and got bored. Not much too it.. A bit too glitchy.

I wanted to love this game so bad because the overall vibe is beautiful and the exploration mechanic feels really nice... when it's
working properly.

I got stuck in-between so much terrain and it wouldn't allow me spawn platforms in areas wherein there are no visible objects
obstructing it from forming.

Really cool looking game. Unfortunately the bugs are too frustrating to deal with, thus I cannot recommend.. I love this app, I
mean sure, it’s got a few bugs, like it crashes and I go on the internet to get a picture then open file explorer while the the
internet is open, but other that that, it is a great app, I would like to make my own Pokémon cards using this app, I will never
stop using it, it’s an app that will help make cards in a snap, would recommend to a friend, 5/5!!!. THIS GAME SUCKS.
BOUGHT IT FOR A REALLY CHEAP PRICE BUT IT'S STILL NOT WORTH IT
COMPLETE WASTE OF MONEY. REALLY SUCKS.. My review and suggestion is solely based on this game advertised as a
single player game. As a multiplayer game, I would rate it very differently. But since its advertised as a single player game, and
that is why I bought it, that is how I'm scoring it.

The tricks and power ups are very similar to mario kart. They allow you to boost your game and weaken your enemies. This is
great when playing against friends who will struggle with the same mouse controls that you have. But, when playing against AI,
it just plain sucks. The computer is not phased by the tricks you throw at it while you get blown out when the AI uses tricks
against you. You can throw tricks against it frame after frame and it will still bowl 200+ games. But the super sensitive mouse
controls will have you struggling even without the AI's interference. The AI also seems to luck into the tricks much more
frequently which seems to be how they scale difficulty as you advance in single player, making an already frustrating game
unbeatable.

Its a cute and gimmicky concept, but when you want to advance the single player functionality, its frustrating, buggy, and
eventually very boring.

The game is lacking simply options like difficulty sliders, options to skip animations automatically, and how tricks/powerups
should work.

Its all about the money. If you find this in a bundle, its worth a small distraction. However, I would not recommend paying full
price, or even buying it alone as its replay appeal is very brief and its single player implementation is very poor. As I stated
above, if you are playing against other human characters, this might be a very fun game (please keep that in mind when reading
reviews).
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